
WOODSIDE HIGH SCHOOL
TASK GRID 6: YEAR 11

WHAT TO STUDY AT HOME?
Using your school timetable as a guide, work through the tasks outlined below.  Use the ‘how to study at home’
sheet to help you plan your time and approach to self study.

SUBJECT TASK

ENGLISH

These tasks should
take you:

45 minutes each

AQA Language Paper 1 and Paper 2 - Question 5

Both Question 5 mark schemes are the same: 24 marks and 16 marks = 40 overall

Spend 15 minutes planning and 45 minutes writing then checking over your response.













Self assess each task using the mark scheme:













MATHS

These tasks should
take you: 8 hours

Higher: Read through the examples making notes in your book. Then answer the questions in your book.



























Foundation: Read through the examples making notes in your book. Then answer the questions in your book.



















SCIENCE

These tasks should
take you:

Each task should
take approximately 1

hour

Task 1

A student wanted to investigate the effect of the concentration of hydrochloric acid on the rate of reaction with
magnesium ribbon.

Design an experiment that could be carried out to investigate this, you must include a diagram or list of equipment and
a method. You will also need to explain what results you would expect from the experiment

Task 2

Explain why organisms which carry out photosynthesis such as plants and algae are important for all living things on
Earth

Task 3



A student wanted to investigate the number of organisms that live in a field. They wanted to be able to count the
population of three different species of plants.

Design an experiment that could be carried out to investigate this, you must include a diagram or list of equipment and
a method. You will also need to explain how you would use the results to work out the population of a species in a
field

Task 4

A student wanted to investigate the rusting of an iron nail. The student wanted to see what effect oxygen and water
had on the rate at which the nail rusted.

Design an experiment that could be carried out to investigate this, you must include a diagram or list of equipment and
a method. You will also need to explain what results you would expect from this experiment

Task 5

A student wanted to investigate the effect of adding mass to a spring. The student wanted to know what happens to
the extension of the spring.

Design an experiment that could be carried out to investigate this, you must include a diagram or list of equipment and
a method. You will also need to explain what results you would expect from this experiment

Task 6

Use your revision guide and workbook to focus on areas that you need to work on in preparation for the GCSE
assessments which will be starting the week beginning 22/03/21

BIOLOGY

These tasks should
take you:

Each task should
take approximately 1

hour

Task 1

Revision – SB1 Key Concepts in Biology

This unit contains the following topics:

· Microscopes

· Plant, animal and bacterial cells



· Enzyme action

· Factors affecting enzymes

· Food tests

· Transport processes

Your task is to produce revision material on this topic that you can use next year in Year 11. Your revision material
could be any of the following; mind maps, revision/flash cards, past paper questions, writing your own practice
questions and answers, revision sheets or any others that you can think of. Your revision should be active and not
simply copying information from one source to another.

Task 2

Revision – SB2 Cells and Control

This lo contains the following topics:

· Mitosis

· Growth in animals and plants

· Stem cells

· The brain

· The nervous system

· The reflex arc

· Problems with the nervous system

Your task is to produce revision material on this topic that you can use next year in Year 11. Your revision material
could be any of the following; mind maps, revision/flash cards, past paper questions, writing your own practice
questions and answers, revision sheets or any others that you can think of. Your revision should be active and not
simply copying information from one source to another.



Task 3

A student wanted to investigate the effect of different factors on the rate of enzyme action. The student wanted to
investigate the effect of substrate concentration, temperature and pH on the enzyme amylase. Amylase is a
carbohydrase enzyme that breaks starch down into glucose.

Design an experiment that the student could carry out to investigate the three different factors. The student should be
able to compare the results for each factor. You must include a list of the equipment that the student would need to
use, identify the dependent, independent and control variables for each experiment and suggest what results you
would expect from this experiment.

CHEMISTRY

These tasks should
take you:

Each task should
take approximately 1

hour

Task 1

Revision – SC1 and 2 Methods of separating and purifying substances

This unit contains the following topics:

· States of matter

· Pure and impure substances

· Separating techniques – including distillation, filtration, crystallisation, paper chromatography and fractional
distillation

· Preparing water to make it safe for drinking

Your task is to produce revision material on this topic that you can use next year in Year 11. Your revision material
could be any of the following; mind maps, revision/flash cards, past paper questions, writing your own practice
questions and answers, revision sheets or any others that you can think of. Your revision should be active and not
simply copying information from one source to another.

Task 2

Revision – SC3 and 4 Atomic structure and the periodic table

This unit contains the following topics:



· Structure of the atom

· Properties of subatomic particles

· Isotopes

· Mendeleev and the development of the periodic table

· Electron configurations

Your task is to produce revision material on this topic that you can use next year in Year 11. Your revision material
could be any of the following; mind maps, revision/flash cards, past paper questions, writing your own practice
questions and answers, revision sheets or any others that you can think of. Your revision should be active and not
simply copying information from one source to another.

Task 3

A student had a mixture of water, ink, salt and sand. Design an experiment that the student could carry out to produce
pure samples of water, ink, salt and sand from the mixture. You must include a list of the equipment that the student
would need to use. You may also use diagrams to show the setup of the equipment that you have chosen. For each
separating technique used, provide a brief explanation of how it works.

PHYSICS

These tasks should
take you:

Each task should
take approximately 1

hour

Task 1

Explain how the primary coil of a transformer can induce a current in the secondary coil of the transformer even
though the two coils are not connected to each other.

Task 2

Describe the differences between a motor and a generator. Explain how each of these work. You must include an
explanation of electromagnetic induction in your answer.

Task 3

Revision – SP1 and 2 Forces and Motion

This unit contains the following topics:



· Vectors and scalars

· Distance/time and velocity/time graphs

· Acceleration

· Resultant forces

· Newton’s three laws of motion

· Mass and weight

· Momentum

· Stopping distances and braking hazards

Your task is to produce revision material on this topic that you can use next year in Year 11. Your revision material
could be any of the following; mind maps, revision/flash cards, past paper questions, writing your own practice
questions and answers, revision sheets or any others that you can think of. Your revision should be active and not
simply copying information from one source to another.

Task 4

Revision – SP3 Energy

This unit contains the following topics:

· Energy stores and transfers

· Thermal conductivity and insulators

· Renewable and non-renewable energy resources

Your task is to produce revision material on this topic that you can use next year in Year 11. Your revision material
could be any of the following; mind maps, revision/flash cards, past paper questions, writing your own practice
questions and answers, revision sheets or any others that you can think of. Your revision should be active and not
simply copying information from one source to another.



GEOGRAPHY

These tasks should
take you:



























HISTORY

These tasks should
take you:

2 or 3 hours each
week, for three

weeks.

Police State: How did the Nazis control the church in Germany?

Task 1: Recap activity:



1 Who was leader
of the SS in 1933?

2  What
organisation did
Hitler demand all
judges in Germany
be members of?

3 What key event
happened in
October 1929 ?

4  Who persuaded
Hindenburg to
appoint Adolf Hitler?

5  Who were the
official secret police
of the Nazi regime?

6 Which security
agency kept a
record of everyone
it suspected of
opposing the Nazi
party?

7 Who founded the
party that became
the Nazis ?

8  In what year was
the Young plan
agreed?

9 Who swore
allegiance to Hitler
in August 1934?

1. _______________________
2. _______________________
3. _______________________
4. _______________________
5. _______________________
6. _______________________
7. _______________________
8. _______________________
9. _______________________

Religion:



The Catholic Church

One-third of Germany’s Christians were Catholic. There were obvious sources of friction between Catholicism and
Nazism.

● On social issues, Catholics owed their first allegiance to the Pope, rather than Hitler
● Catholics also had their own schools, which taught different values from Nazi state schools

Trying, at first, to reach an agreement with the Catholic Church Hitler reached an agreement in July 1933 with the
Pope called a condordat. The concordat stated that:

● Hitler agreed to confirm freedom of worship for Catholics and not to interfere with Catholic schools in
Germany.

● The Catholic Church agreed that its priests would not interfere in politics and ordered German bishops to
swear loyalty to the Nationalist Socialist regime

Source B

Extract from the oath of allegiance to the Nazi regime, sworn by German Catholic
bishops in 1933.
In my spiritual office, for the welfare and interest of the German Reich, I will endeavour to
avoid all detrimental acts which might endanger it.



Source C

A French cartoon from 1933. The Pope is shown on the right, encouraging a priest
to accept Hitler.

Hitler did not keep his promise to the Catholic Church. As the 1930s went on:
● Catholic priests were harassed and arrested- 400 priests were imprisoned at Dachau and other

concentration camps
● Catholic schools were brought in line with state schools or closed
● Catholic youth activities, such as the Catholic Youth League, were banned.

By 1937, Pope Pius XI realised that the concordat was worthless. He issued a strong criticism of the Nazi regime
in a statement known as ‘Mit Brennender Sorge’ (‘With Burning Anxiety’).



Task 1:
a) What proportion of German Christians were Catholics? ____________________
b) Who did German Catholics owe their loyalty to? ______________________
c) When was the concordat (agreement with the Catholic Church) signed? _____________________
d) According to the concordat, Hitler agreed to freedom of worship for Catholics and not to interfere with Catholic
schools- what did he require in return for this?
______________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
e) Give two examples of how Hitler went back on his concordat (agreement) with the Catholic Church as the 1930s
went on:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Task 2: Create (or fill in) a mind-map which sets out how Hitler created a totalitarian state (controlling all sections of
society). Use the following headings,

● The Reichstag (think enabling act and banning of other parties)
● Police
● Army
● Concentration camps
● Law courts (and judges)
● Religion



Propaganda in Nazi Germany

Task 1: Recap activity

1  Who did Hitler
sign the Concordat
with?

2  Which
organisation was
led by Ernst Rohm
until 1934?

3 Who was arrested
and executed with
100 other SA
members in the
Night of Long
Knives 1934?

4 Who was in
charge of the
Gestapo ?

5  What church was
set up by Pastor
Niemoller in 1933?

6  Who was in
charge of the SS?

7  What month in
1933 did Hitler ban
all other political
parties?

8  Who was
arrested and
charged with the
burning of the
Reichstag on 27th
February 1933?

9 Who set up the
pro-Nazi Reich
Church in 1936?

1.
2.



3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Task 2: Below are statements about the Nazis use of censorship and propaganda. Read
about each form of category then next to each of the statements underneath, decide
whether it is an example of censorship or propaganda and explain why. The first two are
done for you.

Key term:
Censorship- this involved the banning of information or ideas. It might involve newspapers,
pictures, radio or film. Censorship controls attitudes by forbidding certain information or
opinions.
Propaganda- is another way of controlling attitudes. Propaganda might use information and
ideas in newspapers, radio, posters and film. It creates ideas which are put into people’s
minds and therefore shapes attitudes.

Statement about Nazi
censorship or
propaganda

Censorship, and why Propaganda, and why



The press-
newspapers were
encouraged under the
Nazis, as long as they
provide views agreed
by the Ministry, or face
the consequences.

Journalists were given
regular briefings by
Nazis, containing
particular information.

Propaganda-
because information
the Nazis wanted to
promote was given to
journalists to publish.

Photos showing
government ministers
at dinners with alcohol
were instructed not to
be published.

Censorship- because
Nazis didn’t want
ministers to be seen in
a way which would
make them look
bad/like they were not
working hard.

1,600 newspapers
were closed down in
1935 alone.

Radio- cheap
mass-produced radios
were sold to the
public. By 1939, 70%
of German homes had



a radio (more than
anywhere else in
Europe).

After 1933 all radio
stations were put
under Nazi control.

Hitler and other Nazi
officials made
frequent broadcasts.

All radios had to be
designed to have a
short range, so that
they could not pick up
foreign stations.

Universities- the
Nazis had little
respect for academic
research.

Between 1933 and
1938, 3000 professors
or lecturers were fired
from their jobs.

Research and results
were expected to
support Nazi views.



Nazi use of rallies-
Goebbels used mass
rallies and parades in
election campaigns in
the 1920s and 1930s.
He soon made them
bigger and more
frequent.

A mass rally was held
at Nuremburg each
year to advertise the
strength of the Nazi
party and Nazi
Germany.

At the 1934
Nuremberg rally (a
city in Germany), the
stadium held a giant
eagle with a 100-foot
wingspan as well as
thousands of swastika
banners.

Hitler as a figurehead
for Germany

Hitler was always
shown as strong and
decisive in



photographs and
paintings

He was frequently
pictured with children
to show that he was
caring.



ART

These tasks should
take you:

At least 2 hours per
week, for 2 weeks

Over the next 2 weeks we would like you to complete any unfinished tasks you have been set since December 2020.

Please ensure you keep your artwork safely as you will need it to start mounting your portfolio when you return to
school soon.

All tasks help towards AO1 (Research), AO2 (Experiment & Refine) and AO3 (Record) which are essential for your
portfolio and you will need to show skill in them. All tasks go towards your final Level so are essential.

If you have any questions please email your teacher.

DRAMA

These tasks should
take you:

For those of you who are able to access the internet, please look at the following videos and pages and learn about all
these different practitioners and genres of theatre.
The nature of Physical theatre - Physical theatre - GCSE Drama Revision - BBC Bitesize
Steven Berkoff - Selecting a practitioner - AQA - GCSE Drama Revision - AQA - BBC Bitesize
https://youtu.be/wrrTaknHtuE
Katie Mitchell - Selecting a practitioner - AQA - GCSE Drama Revision - AQA - BBC Bitesize
https://youtu.be/XqJxI3SNFlc
https://youtu.be/E3D39corv5A
Background - Theatre in education - GCSE Drama Revision - BBC Bitesize
Once you have done that: Answer the following question:
Which Genre/Practitioner from the following did you prefer and why?
- Physical Theatre
- Steven Berkoff
- Katie Mitchell
- Theatre in Education

When answering you need to include:
- what are you favourite aspects of the practitioner/genre
- how do you think you can use these in a performance at Woodside
- how do they link to any ideas you have about your performance?

For those who do not have access to the internet, please do the following:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/ztfk6sg/revision/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/znn4vk7/revision/2
https://youtu.be/wrrTaknHtuE
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/znn4vk7/revision/6
https://youtu.be/XqJxI3SNFlc
https://youtu.be/E3D39corv5A
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zsbjn39/revision/1


Revise DNA:



Then attempt a mock exam:
Extract needed: DNA Pg 57 – 60

LEAH Phil, what are you doing?
What? But he’s…
Beat.
Phil, he’s off his head. He’s injured, he’s been living off insects for weeks, he’s insane Phil, he
needs help.

PHIL He’s happy.

LEAH He’s not happy, he’s mad.



PHIL He doesn’t want to come back.

LEAH Because he’s mad! We can’t leave him here, I mean that’s not, are you serious? Are you
seriously –
Alright, yes, there’ll be –
Phil, this is insane. I mean I’ve never, but this, because, alright, whatever, but this is actually
insane. We can’t just leave him up here.

PHIL I’m in charge. Everyone is happier. What’s more important; one person or everyone?

She stares at him

LEAH It’s Adam, Phil, Adam! We used to go to his birthday parties, he used to have that cheap ice
cream and we used to take the piss, remember?

PHIL If he comes back our lives are ruined. He can’t come back, Cathy.

LEAH Oh, great, now you’re talking to Cathy, like, I’m not, I’m not, because you don’t like what I say
and now it’s Cathy, you sit there and you say nothing for years and suddenly now you’re
chatting with Cathy.

PHIL Cathy?

LEAH Let’s, come on, let’s, it won’t be that bad, it’ll be, we can explain, we can talk. We can go
through the whole thing and make them understand –

PHIL (To Cathy) Do you understand?

LEAH Understand what?

CATHY Yeah. I do.

LEAH Oh great, now you’re at it.
Brian comes back, giggling.
(Pointing at Brian) I mean I might as well talk to him for all the sense I’m getting. Phil, we can’t
do this, I mean what if he comes down next week, next year, in ten years, even?

PHIL Take Brian.



CATHY Okay.

BRIAN We going somewhere?

LEAH No, no, wait, you can’t, no, this is… Cathy?

PHIL Make a game of it.

BRIAN We gonna play a game?

PHIL You and Cathy are going to play a game. With Adam.

BRIAN Brilliant!

CATHY How?

LEAH How what? What are you, will you please talk to me as if

PHIL Brian?

BRIAN Who?

PHIL Come here.
Brian goes to Phil.
I’m gonna do an experiment with this plastic bag. I want you to stay still while I do this
experiment.

BRIAN I love experiments! Will there be fire?

PHIL (emptying his carrier bag) No. No fire.
Stay still.
Phil places the bag over Brian’s head.

BRIAN It’s all gone dark.
He pulls the handles back around his neck and to opposites corners, making it airtight.
Brian is giggling inside, looking around and breathing the plastic bag in and out of his mouth.
Bit stuffy.
Phil looks to Cathy. She nods.
This is great!



LEAH Phi… Phil?

PHIL You just do what Cathy says.

BRIAN I am brilliant at doing what people say.

LEAH No! stop, don’t, don’t, Phil, don’t, what are you doing, what are you…

PHIL He’s dead. Everyone thinks he’s dead. What difference will it make?
She stares at him.

LEAH But he’s not dead. He’s alive.

CATHY Come on Brian.

BRIAN This is brilliant.

LEAH No, Cathy, don’t, stop, Cathy…?
But she goes, taking Brian with her. Leah turns to Phil
Phil?
Phil?
Please!
Please, Phil!
But Phil just walks away.

This exam should take you 90mins.

SECTION A

You must answer all questions on one set text you have studied.

DNA, Denis Kelly

Questions (a) to (d) are based on the following extract:

· Read from: page 57, LEAH: Phil, what are you doing?

· to: page 60, But Phil just walks away.



(a) (i) As an actor playing the part of BRIAN, describe how you would stand & move when you enter this scene, BRIAN comes

back, giggling.. [2]

(ii) Give two reasons for your answer. [2]

(b) You are playing PHIL and you are about to say the following lines from the extract: “I’m gonna do an experiment with this

plastic bag. I want you to stay still while I do this experiment.”

(i) Describe the tone and tempo of voice you would use when speaking these lines. [2]

(ii) Explain why this tone and tempo is appropriate. [3]

(c) (i) Describe the location, mood and atmosphere in this scene. [3]

(ii) Give three ways you would use lighting and/or sound to enhance this location, mood and atmosphere. Explain each of your

ideas. [6]

(d) You are going to play the role of LEAH. Explain how you would communicate her character to the audience. [10]
In your answer, refer to:
·         character motivation and interaction
·         voice and movement.

(e) Name these two types of stage: [2]

(i) (ii)

__________________________________ ___________________________________



(f) With reference to any two key extracts in the play, explain how you would use one of the stages in question (e) to
stage this play. In your answer refer to:
·         your choice of stage including position of audience
·         structure and style
·         set. [15]
SECTION B
You should base your answer to your chosen question below on one live theatre production you have seen during the
course. At the start of your answer, state the name of the production, the company and the venue. Quality of written
communication is assessed in this section. Answer either question 6 or question 7.
Either, 6. Analyse and evaluate the use of costumes in two key scenes to communicate meaning to the audience. In
your answer refer to:
·         the style of the production
·         how costumes are used to create character and communicate meaning
·         your response to the performance as an audience member. [15]
Or, 7. Analyse and evaluate the use of movement in two key scenes to communicate meaning to the audience. In your
answer refer to:
·         the style of the production
·         how movement is used to create character and communicate meaning
·         your response to the performance as an audience member. [15]

PE

These tasks should
take you:

Task 1

Complete the following online workouts.

https://youtu.be/LY5Dp0s4IxI

https://youtu.be/8ortypveAL0

Task 2

In your house design a circuit of 5 stations and perform different exercise at each station (press ups, sit ups, star
jumps, burpees, mountain climbers, squats etc) Try and do 10 repetitions, complete the circuit and then complete
another 2 times.

Go for a 20 minute run. Vary the pace.

https://youtu.be/LY5Dp0s4IxI
https://youtu.be/8ortypveAL0


Task 3

Choose 1 of these 3 workouts to complete:

Workout 1: HIIT Cardio workout (30 minutes) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50kH47ZztHs (alternatively you can
find a similar HIIT cardio workout to follow on youtube).

Workout 2: Choose a Joe Wicks ‘PE with Joe’ workout to complete
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyCLoPd4VxBs-Mlkx9dLsfmFeCB13nEpC

Workout 3:Flexibility stretching routine https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qULTwquOuT4

If you do not have access to the internet to watch these videos you can complete this HIIT Cardio 20 minute workout
written below:

18 minute HIIT Cardio workout:

-Instructions; Carry out each of the following exercises for 30 seconds each, no rest in between each exercise. Once all
6 exercises are completed you can have 1 minute rest, you will then complete all 6 exercises again back to back.
Finally have a 1 minute rest again and then complete all of the 6 exercises back to back for the last time. (use a timer
on your phone/clock to time your 30 seconds of each exercise and your 1 minute rest periods. Attempt to carry out
each exercise as quick as you can with high intensity + good form).

Exercises;

1- Star jumps    2- Jump squats   3-Jumping lunges 4-Sit ups/Plank

5- Burpees    6-High knees on spot

-At the end of the circuit do some light walking around your room and stretching for 3 minutes to cool down.

SOCIOLOGY Week 1

Complete the tasks on the pdf copies of the textbook pages

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50kH47ZztHs
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyCLoPd4VxBs-Mlkx9dLsfmFeCB13nEpC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qULTwquOuT4


These tasks should
take you:

1.30 - 2 hours per
week

Lesson 1 - What methods are used to research Crime and Deviance







Lesson 2 - Focus on skills - Crime and deviance







Week 2

Lesson 1 - What methods are used to research Social stratification







Lesson 2 - Making connections - Social stratification







FOOD

These tasks should
take you:

Questions
1.1 Which one of the toppings is highest in dietary fibre?
A Cheddar cheese
B Orange marmalade
C Baked beans
D Grilled tomatoes
1.2 Which one of the toppings is highest in saturated fat?
A Cheddar cheese
B Orange marmalade
C Baked beans
D Grilled tomatoes
1.3 Which one of the toppings contains the most vitamin C?
A Cheddar cheese
B Orange marmalade
C Baked beans
D Grilled tomatoes
1.4 Which one of the snacks best demonstrates protein complementation?
A Cheddar cheese on toast
B Orange marmalade on toast
C Baked beans on toast



D Grilled tomatoes on toast

2. Plan, prepare, cook and present a range of dishes which would be suitable for vegetarians. Present three final dishes.

3. Plan, prepare, cook and present a range of dishes which are a good source of fibre and would appeal to teenagers.
Present three final dishes.

4. Plan, prepare, cook and present a range of dishes from the Mediterranean culinary tradition. Present three final dishes.

DT

These tasks should
take you:

Timbers
1. Why is it important to season timber?

2. How could you make a piece of timber better for use outdoors?

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using plastic coated chipboard for furniture
instead of solid oak?

4. Is the genetic engineering of trees a good thing? Explain your answer.

5. Draw diagrams to show tension and compression acting on a piece of timber.

6. Draw a rectangle and add a cross brace that would strengthen it.

7. What is laminating?

8. What is a beam?

9. Draw a beam that is bending.  Add arrows to show where it is in tension and where it is in
compression



10. What do PAR and PSE mean?

11. Why is most timber sold in multiples of 25mm?

12. What is a dowel?

13. Why is it important for a product designer to use standard-sized timber wherever
possible?

14. A company has been batch producing coffee tables.  A large retailer has just
ordered 3000 of its tables.  Explain two reasons why the directors should change to mass
production. (4 marks)

15. List the four scales of production.

16. What is a template used for?

17. What is a jig?

18. Draw a jig that could be used to drill a line of four holes equally spaced along the
edge of a piece of MDF 200mm wide.

Timbers part 2

1. What do PAR and PSE mean?

2. What is a dowel?

3. Draw a diagram of a dowel

4. What is a template?  How could you use one in the manufacture of your product?

5. Explain the following:



Lamination

Veneering

6. Draw the following joints:

Butt

Dowel

Lap

Housing

Mitre

7. What is a knock-down fitting?  Draw an example of one.

8. Why is a mitre joint good for the corner of a picture frame?

9. Explain why knock down fittings are good for flat pack furniture.

Research the following surface finishes:

Painting

Staining

Varnishing



Wax

Oil

Shellac

Give a description, advantage and a disadvantage

NEA cycle one & cycle two

Using the hand out given to you by you teacher as guidance you will need to ensure that you
have completed the first two cycles of your NEA - Investigation and designing ready to
start cycle three, making when you return to school.



BUSINESS GCSE

These tasks should
take you:











COMPUTER
SCIENCE

These tasks should
take you:

Please complete the exam questions below [the marks for each question are in brackets]:

(1) Alicia has designed a computer using Von Neumann architecture.

(a) Describe the purpose of two registers that are used by Von Neumann architecture. 1 . 2 [4]

(b) The CPU has a clock speed of 3.8GHz. Describe what is meant by a clock speed of 3.8GHz. [2]

(c) Alicia says: “My computer has a quad-core processor, so it will run twice as fast as a computer with a dual-core
processor.” Explain why this statement is not always true. [3]

(d) The computer will only have 2GB of RAM, but Alicia says that virtual memory can be used instead of adding more
RAM.



(i) Explain how virtual memory can compensate for the lack of RAM in Alicia’s computer. . [3]

(ii) Explain why it would be beneficial for Alicia to get more RAM instead of relying on virtual memory. [2]

(2) When connecting computers into a network, the use of appropriate protocols are important.

(a) Explain what is meant by a protocol. . [2]

(b) For each of the 2 scenarios below, identify the most appropriate protocol to be used and explain the function of the
protocol.

(i) A user wants to transfer a file directly from his computer to his friend’s computer. [2]

(ii) A customer wants to securely log into her bank’s website to check her account balance. [2]

(c) Explain the difference between how the IMAP (Internet message access protocol) and SMTP (simple mail transfer
protocol) protocols are used. [2]

(3) Functions and procedures are both examples of sub programs.

(i) Describe one difference between a function and a procedure. . [2]

(ii) Describe two benefits to a programmer of using sub programs. .. [4]



HEALTH AND
SOCIAL CARE

These tasks should
take you: 5 hours

Informal Social Care

Do Now:

Sammy’s grandmother cannot see very well. He goes to visit her regularly after school. How do you think
Sammy can help his grandmother when he visits?

Who do you think are classed as informal carers out of these people:

Nurse     Spouse or partner    Doctor    Care Assistant Son or daughter    friends

Midwife   neighbours

For each of the informal carers  outline how they could help someone who is in a wheelchair.

Types of Informal Support
1. Practical household duties

2. Shopping

3. Laundry

4. Walking the dog

5. Personal care

6. Help with paying the bills

7. Help with using the Internet

8. Collecting prescriptions

What else can you include?
The care people receive is often given by unpaid carers (informal social care).  The care friends, neighbours and
relatives give often goes unrecognised and unnoticed, yet informal care is crucial in the lives of some individuals.

1. Create a poster titled: Informal Career of the Month. Include made-up characters who are informal cares who
will be nominated for the award.

2. Write a short account for each character explaining why they have been nominated.

3. Decide who should win the award and justify your reasons.



Physical Barriers.

Imagine you need to use a wheelchair to get about. What difficulties do you think you would face? Think about
getting to and from school and going out to the shops or the cinema.

Overcoming Barriers

• Uneven and rough pavements

• Buildings with narrow doors and corridors

• Small bathroom facilities

• Busy shopping areas with lots of people

• Getting on and off public transport

• Bins on pavements on collection day

• Lifts that are not working

• Being nervous that their wheelchair/ scooter will tip over

• Having to recharge their batteries on mobility equipment

• Getting up steep slopes

• Bas weather – rain, snow, wind

• Litter, debris and slippery leaves.

For each of the above suggest how they could be overcome.

This is Emma.  She has difficulties walking and she uses an electric wheelchair.
She lives on Langley Road near the college.  Tomorrow she is coming to the School. She is attending an ‘senior citizens’
party in the atrium.  Before it starts Emma (along with the rest of the senior citizens) will be given a tour of the
building.
 
It is your job to check all the potential hazards Emma may encounter on her way from home to the Academy and whilst
she is here.
Here is a checklist of what you need to consider:



Þ Getting from home to the Academy (you will not be with her during this time)
Þ Access to all the floors of the Academy
Þ Visiting the sports hall
Þ Going outside to look at the artificial sports field
Þ Going to the toilet when she needs to
How are you going to do this?
· It could be a simple word document that lists the potential hazards and the tour of the building (route etc.)
· A poster with diagrams
 

Sensory Barriers:

People who

CHILD DEVELOPMENT

These tasks should
take you:

Learning Outcome 3:

Understanding factors that may affect children’s holistic development.

Read and make notes on pages 101-108 and complete all the activities.

French

These tasks should
take you:

4-5 hours

Task 1:

Complete the reading and writing paper from 2018. Return your answers to your teacher in a Word document.
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SPANISH

These tasks should
take you:

5 hours

TASK 1:



TASK 2:



TASK 3:
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RS

These tasks should
take you:







PRS

These tasks should
take you:

Spend 30 - 40 each
week

Week 1 - Practising a revision technique

Making a rap or poem about something can help you remember key information.

Write a poem about a topic you are finding hard to remember. Here is an example:

Photosynthesis

Photosynthesis is the way of living,

For plants that are good at giving,

They provide us with the oxygen we need,

And do not take anything out of greed.

They really are pretty cool,

Using carbon dioxide and water as their tool,

To make the glucose that they need,

So they don’t have to plead and plead.

Week 2 - Study skills- mind mapping

Mind maps are a very useful tool for revising a topic. Tips for creating a useful mindmap:

● Turn the page landscape
● Start in the centre & leave enough room for the branches
● Use images to help remember the content
● Use one colour for each branch
● Use 5 to 7 branches



Practise using a mind map to write a 1 – 2 minute speech about why students need the summer holiday and how they
can enjoy them…

Now use 5 tips above to create a mind map for a topic you are revising. You can practice/show evidence of mind
mapping for any of your subjects.

See below an example of mind mapping.



Music

These tasks should
take you: One Hour

TECH AWARDS Musicians

Component 3

Read the brief carefully:

To celebrate arts in the local community, the town council is staging a ‘Takeover’ weekend event across the four public
parks. The parks will be transformed into arts venues, each focusing on a different genre of music. Music, dance and
drama performances will take place on pop-up stages. There will also be art, craft and sculpture exhibitions, with
pre-recorded music played through PA systems around each park. The town council is inviting submissions for the
event, which must be selected from the provided lists.

These can either be for a live performance on one of the pop-up stages, or a piece of music designed to be played
through the PA system as people visit the exhibitions.

Choose ONE of the following pieces and arrange it in EDM, Reggae, Synth Pop or Blues Music

Bill Haley and His Comets – (We’re Gonna) Rock Around the Clock

Iron Maiden – The Trooper

Mike Post – Theme from ‘The A-Team’

Emeli Sandé – Clown

Edward Elgar – Nimrod (from ‘Enigma Variations’)

Fleur East – More and More

Jennifer Rush – The Power of Love

Madness – Wings of a Dove

Panjabi MC – Mundian To Bach Ke

Pulp – Common People.



Research the genres: EDM, Reggae, Synth Pop or Blues Music

You may use BANDLAB as a practical option: https://edu.bandlab.com/

GCSE MUSIC
Practising your instrumental skills regularly is important if you have your instrument at home.

Vocalists - your voice hygiene is important, keep up your regular short warm-up exercises and singing!

Week 1

Use the following information to recap on your knowledge of Bhangra.

BHANGRA

https://edu.bandlab.com/


Fusion

When you mix together two or more different elements, a fusion is created.
Western pop music + traditional bhangra = modern bhangra and Bollywood.

Origins of Bhangra

•Bhangra originated in the Punjab region of North India.

•

•Its dance moves  originated from harvesting crops. It is based on the folk songs and traditions of
that region.





Week 2

Use the following information to recap on your knowledge of Bhangra.





Identify Bhangra features:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBYzFKTibGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXFSK0ogeg4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBYzFKTibGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXFSK0ogeg4

